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Filed July '13, 1956, SerfNo. 597,812 
2 ‘Claims. ((31. ‘ma-3s) 

This ‘invention relates to free-standing partitions and 
more particularly those ‘partitions used to subdivide gen 
eral brace areas and the like into smaller semi-private 
areas. 

_ Thep'rincipal object of the invention is the provision 
idf‘a post usable in an integral part in a free-standing par 
tition and to which post panels and associated structural 
members of the partition may be secured. 
A further object of the invention is the provision of 

a partition'post that may be advantageously formed by 
"a'n'ext'ruding process. _ _ ' 

' 'iA‘s’till further 'obj'ect’o‘f the invention is the provision 
Esra post for a partition which incorporates wiring race 
‘ivays therein. 

__ 'A still further object of the invention is the provision 
of a "post ‘for a'partition which provides four identical 
attachment areas along the outer ‘surfaces thereof to per~ 
mitlthe attachment'of one, two, three or four partition 
panels thereto, as desired. 

, A still further object of the invention is the provision 
of a post for-a partition which incorporates structural 
means for securing an adjustable foot member in ‘longi 
tiidinal alignment with the post whereby the partition 
may be leveled horizontally and- at the same time-retain 
its structural qualities. 

. I A “still'fu‘rther object of the invention is the provision 
of "a‘post for a partition which incorporates longitudinally 
extending substantially large channel areas in each of 
the “sides thereof‘together with means for receiving fasten 
ers and closure panels in closure-like relation to said 
channels. , , 

Thepartiti'on post'disclosed herein comprises an im 
provement in the art of posts, particularly those used in 
sofcall'ed free-standing partitions which are themselves 
used in subdividing o?’ice space and which generally in 
corporate partition panels positioned in spaced relation 
to'ithe ?oor andceiling and supported at longitudinal in 
tervals by posts which engage the ?oor and‘extend above 
the tops of the panels and some times serve as frames 
forglass panels positioned above the partition panels 
themselves’. , 
The problem of forming such free-standing partitions 

in o?iee areas includes the requirement that the partitions 
be readily assembled by semi-skilled labor and at the 
same ‘time (be readily disassembled so that they can be 
relocated from time to time as the o?ice requirements 
change. 

It is further highly‘ advantageous that the complete 
partition‘v structure be prefabricated‘ so that no' operations 
other than assembly’ are necessary at thepoint of instal 

lation. _ 
The-"partition"post'disclosed herein meets the several 

objects of ‘the invention ‘in that it permits the ready at 
tachment of ‘partition "panels'to “each of its sides and at 
the ‘sa’in'e ‘tinieprev‘ia'es each of the sides with means 
for receiving closure strips so that the post can be used 
intermediate. a pair of‘partition “panels ‘or ‘at an end of 
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‘a line of partitions or so that one or more ‘partition 
panels can be secured thereto and the otherfsides ?nished 
‘with closure strips. The cross sectional detail of ‘the 
partition "post is so devised that an end thereof, for "ex 
ample, the bottom end, may readily receive and retain 
.in sliding-engagement a ?tting which vin turn adjustably 
receives an extension leg with the extension leg aligned 
with the ‘central hollow circular core ‘area of the post. 

"Partitions formed ‘with the partition post disclosed 
herein as the joining member between adjacent panels 
meet‘the necessary requirements of structural soundness, 
free-standing ability and adaptability to individual loca 
tions as Well as the desirable characteristics of being 
‘readily "assembled to‘the partition panels or disassembled 
and ‘rearranged at will. 
With the foregoing and other objects in view which 

‘will appear as the description proceeds, the invention re 
sides ‘in ‘the"combination ‘and arrangement of parts and 
in the details of construction hereinafter described and 
claimed, it'being the intention to cover all changes and. 
modi?cations of the example of the invention herein 
chosen for purposes of the disclosure, which do not consti 
tute departures from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
The invention is illustrated in the accompanying draw 

ing, wherein: v v 

'Figure l is a horizontal section of the partition post 
and an‘adjace‘nt attached partition panel and broken lines 
illustrate additional partition panels attached thereto. 

Figure 2 is a section of a portion of the partition post 
and ‘adjacent partition panel with parts broken away 
and parts in cross section; and 

Figure 3 is a horizontal sectional view of the partition 
post looking downwardly substantially as suggested by 
the line 3—3 of Fig. 2. 
By referring to the drawing it will be seen that the 

partition post comprises an elongated metal member 
havingvfour similarly shaped equally spaced corner sec 
tions 10A, 19B, 10C and 10D. Each of the corner sec 
tions 10A, 10B, 10C and 19D is joined to the other by 
an ‘singularly disposed inwardly extending web 11A, 11B, 
11C and ‘11D. “The innermost ends of the webs 11A. 
11B, 11C, and 11D are joined by a circular core v11.’. which 
has a longitudinally extending opening 13 in one side 
thereof. 

The‘w'ebs 11C and 11D are of greater length than the 
webs 11A and 11B and arranged at a different angular 
disposition with ‘respect to the corner sections 106 and 
10D so that‘ a wiring raceway 14 is de?ned between the 
corner sections 100 and 10D and the webs 11C and 11D. 
The wiring raceway is in actuality a deep Wide chan 

nel communicating with the side of the partition post, 
and the other three sides of the post have channels 15. 
16 and 17 formed therein by the disposition of the webs 
11C, 11A, 11B and'llD. __ I 
Each of the cornersections 10A, ‘10B, 10C ‘and ‘10D 

has oppositely disposed inwardly facing secondary chan 
nels-yformed longitudinally therein in oppositely disposed 
relation to one another, the secondary channels being 
indicated by the numerals 17A, 1713, 18A, ‘18B, v191A, 
19B,’ and ‘20A and 203, respectively, ‘so that a closure 
strip 21 can be slidably engaged ‘in the 'opp'o'sitely‘dis 
posed channels 178 and 18A, for example, so as to close 
the main channel 16 existing between the corner sections 
10A ‘and 10B ‘and de?ned by the Webs 11A and ‘11B.’ 
These ‘secondary channels in the corner sections also 
provide means for the attachment ‘of partition panels‘ 
to‘the post. ‘ 

As best ‘seen in solid lines in'Fig‘u‘r‘e 1 ‘or the drawing. 
a portion of a ‘partition panel 22"riiay‘be seen» asformed 
or a ‘cenumrmateriarha'ving ‘surface sheets 23-23 bonded 
thereto and a channel member 24 secured to a vertical. 
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edge thereof with a cutaway portion in the cellular mate 
rial providing access to the back wall of the channel 
member 24. A panel attachment strip 25 having offset 
?anged end portions 25A and 25B is arranged to nest 
against a side of the post in abutting relation to the corner 
sections 10B and 10D, for example, as shown in Figure 
1 of the drawing, and may be retained in such position 
where the ?anged offset ends 25A and 25B overlap the 
surface sheets 23-23 of the partition panel 22 when a 
plate 26 is slidably engaged in the oppositely disposed 
secondary channels 18B and 19A, for example, in the 
corner sections 10B and 10D and a bolt 27 positioned 
through apertures in the plate 26, the panel attachment 
strip 25 and the channel member 24 and the assembly is 
secured together as by a nut 28. 

It will thus be seen that a partition panel may be 
secured to any of the four sides of the partition post 
through the expediency of the panel attachment strip 25 
and the plate 26 and that as many as four partitions may 
be secured to a single post or one such panel may be so 
secured as illustrated and the other sides of the post ?lled 
with closure strips 21, 
Broken line illustrations in Figure 1 of the drawing 

show alternate or additional positionings of partition 
panels 22 onto additional sides of the partition post. 
The bottom end of the partition post receives a leg 

mounting bracket 29 as shown in cross sectional installed 
detail in Figure 2 of the drawing. The leg mounting 
bracket 29 comprises a substantially square plate having 
four equally spaced upturned arms 29A—29A, each of 
the upturned arms 29A being formed parallel with one 
side of the plate 29. 

Still referring to Figure 2 and to Fig. 3 of the drawing 
it will be seen that when the leg mounting bracket 29 is 
positioned on the bottom of the partition post, the upper 
ends of the arms 29A-29A are within the general con 
?nes of the primary channels 14, 15, 16 and 17 and have 
slidable engagement with the wall portions of said chan 
nels so that the leg mounting bracket is held against rota 
tion. 
The leg mounting bracket 29 has a central opening in 

which an internally threaded sleeve 31 is secured as by 
spot welding. The lower end of the circular core 12 rests 
on the uppermost surface :of the threaded sleeve 31. 
The sleeve 31 receives an adjustable leg 32, the lower 
end of which is provided with a foot 33 having a resilient 
pad 34 thereon. The leg mounting bracket 29, adjustable 
leg 32 and foot 33 are normally covered by a cross sec 
tionally square sleeve 35 which is positioned about the 
lower end of the post ‘assembly to conceal the adjustable 
leg. 
By referring now to Figure 2 of the drawing it will be 

observed that the bottom edge of the partition panel 22 
has a bottom channel 36 secured thereto with upwardly 
extending oppositely disposed parallel ?anges 37 overly 
ing the lower edge of the surface sheets 23-23 of the 
partition panel and oppositely disposed inturned depend 
ing ?anges 38-—38 which provide “a raceway 39 facilitating 
the positioning of wiring along the bottom of the partition 
panel 22. 

It will be observed by those skilled in the art that wiring 
so positioned may be conveniently extended into the wir-. 
ing raceway 14 in the partition post and thus making it 
possible to provide lighting and signal wiring, for example, 
through the partitions incorporating the partition post dis 
closed herein. 

It will be observed that such wiring may be completely 
concealed in the partition and in the post and yet is 
readily available at various locations on the partition 
panels and the posts. 

It will thus be seen that a simple and e?icient partition 
post has been disclosed in conjunction with partition panel 
ing and attachment means by which free-standing parti 
tions may be formed which meets the several objects of 
thelinvention. ’ 
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4 
It will be observed in particular that the unusual struc 

tural features ‘of the partition post enable the same to 
form a rigid structure incorporating numerous advantages, 
as hereinbefore set forth, and it will occur to those skilled 
in the art that the adjustable leg 32 may be provided with 
a ?oor ?ange (not shown) in place of the foot 33 and 
resilient pad 34 and the same bolted or otherwise secured 
to a ?oor surface whereby the partition post may be 
permanently attached to the supporting floor and held 
rigid vertically with respect thereto due to the novel ar 
rangement by which the adjustable [leg 32 engages the cen 
tral hollow core 12 of the post. 

It will thus be seen that the several objects of the in 
vention have been met by the post for free-standing parti 
tions disclosed herein. 
Having thus described my invention, what I claim is: 
l. A partition post for use in a free-standing partition 

with one or more partition panels and comprising an el0n~ 
gated member having a central hollow core and a plural 
ity of radially and circumferentially spaced similarly 
shaped longitudinally extending corner sections joined to 
one another by inwardly extending webs integrally join 
ing said central core, said corner sections and webs de 
?ning longitudinally extending primary channels in said 
partition post, secondary longitudinally extending chan~ 
nels formed in oppositely disposed relation in the sides of 
said corner sections, said secondary longitudinally ex 
tending channels adapted to receive elongated closure 
strips and apertured rectangular plates slidably therein, a 
mounting bracket at the lower end of said post having a 
threaded opening centered with said hollow core, the 
lateral extremities of ‘said bracket having upturned arms 
slidably engaged with certain of the wall portions of said 
primary channels, and an adjustable post supporting ?oor 
member, and a threaded shaft extending upwardly there 
from having threaded engagement with said bracket open 
ing and projecting into said hollow core whereby to render 
said post and said member relatively rigid in any required 
position of adjustment. 

2. In a free-standing partition, a rectangular post com 
prising an elongated member which, in cross section, con 
sists of a central core with a plurality of radial webs ter 
minating at their extremities in corner sections that de?ne 
the rectangular limits of said post, each of said sections 
being of substantial lateral proportions and having chan~ 
nels opening at right angles to each other, one channel 
of each section being directed and opening toward the 
corresponding channel of the next adjacent section, said 
corner sections and said webs de?ning large outwardly 
opening channels on all sides of said post, a plate slidably 
inserted into opposed channels of adjacent corner sec 
tions, a panel attaching strip, a central offset portion on 
said strip projecting into one of said outwardly opening 
channels and serving to longitudinally align said strip with 
said post, means securing said strip to said plate, a bracket 
at the lower end of said post, said bracket having a cen 
trally threaded opening, upturned arms de?ning four sides 
of said bracket, said arms projecting into corresponding 
channels at the sides of the post de?ned by the corner 
sections and radial ribs whereby to seat said post on said 
bracket and prevent relative displacement, and a ?oor 
member having a threaded shaft engaged with the threaded 
opening of said bracket and being rotatable with respect 
to said bracket to effect adjustment of said post in a ver 
tical direction. 
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